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A brief introduction to the blurred lives project 
Welcome to this resource designed for pupils by young people across Europe as part of the
Blurred Lives Project - a cross-national, co-participatory exploration of cyberbullying, young
people and socio-economic disadvantage.
The Blurred Lives Project focuses on the online experiences of 14-16 year olds in schools in
disadvantaged urban areas in Northern Ireland, England, Germany, Italy and the Netherlands
and aims to facilitate pupil voice through the creation of resources for teachers, pupils,
parents and social networking providers.
The two-year project (2017-2019) is funded by Erasmus+ under KA2 Strategic Partnerships
for School Education, and is led by a team of international experts with a wealth of
experience of addressing bullying in schools: Dr Noel Purdy, Stranmillis University College,
Belfast; Prof Peter K. Smith, Goldsmiths, University of London; Prof. Dr. Herbert Scheithauer,
Freie Universität Berlin; Prof Antonella Brighi / Dr Consuelo Mameli, University of Bologna;
and Dr. Trijntje Völlink, Open University of the Netherlands.
In the first phase of the project an online survey was completed by a minimum of 500 pupils
in 5+ schools in each country, and explored pupils’ online access and negative experiences.
Pupils were first invited to provide background demographic information and to detail the
nature and extent of their regular online activity. They were then asked to describe a nasty
or unpleasant online experience that had happened to them personally over the past couple
of months, to indicate who they had reported it to (if anyone) and what happened as a
result. They were also asked to describe a nasty online experience that had happened to
someone else they know well, and to describe anything nasty or unpleasant that they had
done themselves to someone online over the past couple of months. Finally, the survey
invited the young people to provide suggestions as to how teachers, parents/carers and
friends could help more.
The second phase aimed to provide up-to-date resources for teachers, pupils and
parent/carers, and make important recommendations to Social Networking Providers,
building on ideas from the pupils themselves. This was done through a combination of
Sequential Focus Groups, and Quality Circles, carried out intensively with two classes of 14-
16 year old pupils in each country. The first Sequential Focus Group was used to present
some of the findings of the survey and to explore pupils’ online experiences in more
qualitative detail. There followed a series of Quality Circles where pupils worked in groups
with experienced facilitators to create original resources for particular audiences: teachers,
pupils, parents/carers and social networking providers. The number and length of each
session varied between schools and countries, depending on school timetables and
availability of time.
However in each case pupils were encouraged and empowered to work together (often
outside normal friendship groups) with a common purpose to design appropriate and
targeted guidance and/or resources, and to share their resources with others in their class or
year group. The resulting resources comprised a rich variety of formats including posters,
leaflets, videos, comic strips and presentations. The final two Sequential Focus Groups
provided an opportunity for the pupils to provide feedback on the first draft of the resources
(after which minor revisions could be made) and on their experiences of participating in the
Quality Circles.
The original resources will be made available on the Blurred Lives Project website * and on 
the on the Erasmus+ Project Results Platform °.  Each partner country is also hosting one or 
more dissemination events in 2019 for participating schools, parents, teachers and key 
educational stakeholders.
* https://www.ou.nl/web/blurred-lives/project
° https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/projects/
Specifically, this book contains the comics produced by the students involved in the Quality
Circles. Each story is aimed at raising awareness among young people of your age regarding
the problem of cyberbullying and offers tools to combat it.
What should I do with this comic book?
This comic book focuses on Cyberbullying. It was created starting from the ideas of young
people from five European countries and is addressed to young people of your age.
The solutions these young proposed are their own ideas, thus you may not agree and have
other solutions in mind. The reflective questions you will find are supposed to help you to
reflect on this problem. In addition to comics, you will find useful information regarding the
various forms cyberbullying can take and the strategies you can use to prevent and combat
this phenomenon.
You can read this book alone or, even better, with one or more friends. You could also show
this book to some of your teachers and suggest that they use this resource during school
classes.
***
Here is an Index of the comics you will find in this book (in the order: title, Country, school
and city):
 All or Nothing (England, St. Thomas More Language College, Chelsea)
 Snap Attack (England, St. Thomas More Language College, Chelsea)
 Blue Hearts (England, Trinity Church of England School, Belvedere)
 Stop Cyberbullying - Let’s make an Instastory! (Germany, Konrad-Wachsmann school,
Berlin)
 Everyone can do something - Stop cyberbullying! (Germany, Gustave-Eiffel school,
Berlin)
 We’re like books. Who goes beyond the cover? (Italy, IeFP FOMAL Fondazione Opera
Madonna del Lavoro, Bologna)
 Bullying according to us (Italy, IIS Belluzzi-Fioravanti, Bologna)
 NO to bullies (Italy, IPSAS Aldrovandi-Rubbiani, Bologna)
 The Anonymous Moles (The Netherlands, Helicon VMBO, Eindhoven)
 Ask for Help if You're being Bullied (The Netherlands, Helicon VMBO, Eindhoven)
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NOTEs
The comics you will find in this book have been redrawn, starting from the drawings made by
the students, by a young professional cartoonist, Roberto d'Agnano (from Italy) working for
the agency The Best Solutions Group SRL.
On the Blurred Lives website you can find the original comics as they were designed by the
young people involved in the project.
Cyberbullying: 
what does it 
mean?
Most of the information you’ll find in 
this section has been provided by 
students from 
Belfast, Northern Ireland
What is cyberbullying?
Cyberbullying is bullying done online (for example, through the use of social networks).
"Cyberbullying" means any form of aggression, harassment, blackmail, insult, defamation
(i.e. the action of damaging the good reputation of someone), identity theft, alteration,
unlawful use of personal data, carried out on the internet. Unlike face-to-face bullying, it is
not necessary for attacks to be repeated several times; even a unique online attack can lead
to potentially negative consequences, sometimes very serious.
Data collected within the Blurred Lives project (from a sample of more than
2500 students) indicate that:
 The 69.5% of young people spend from 3 to 5 hours on the 
Internet on a usual day;
 The 24.5% of young people claim to have personally had 
nasty experiences online;
 The 32.9% of young people report to have seen or heard of 
some nasty or unpleasant experiences happening to 
someone they know well on the Internet.
If you’ve ever 
been a victim of 
cyberbullying, 
remember: you 
are not alone!
Cyberbullying can come in many forms. Below are the most common ones:
Flaming means the action of sending a hostile, angry, vulgar and offensive message to one 
or more people online, privately or publicly. There is talk of flame war when a first hostile 
message is followed by many others, in a sort of virtual fight.
Harassment indicates the repeated sending of hostile messages to one or more 
people. It differs from flaming because of its repetitive nature.
Cyberstalking is a form of online harassment that includes threats or intimidation.
Denigration consists in sending or publishing harmful, false or cruel materials (e.g. 
statements, pictures) about one or more people.
Impersonation (making a false profile) means the act of pretending to be someone 
else in sending or posting material that puts the person in a bad light, or puts 
him/her in danger.
Outing (dissemination of private information) consists of sending or publishing sensitive, 
private or embarrassing material concerning a person (e.g. forwarding messages or private 
images to others).
Who is involved in cyberbullying episodes?
The cyberbully: who carries out one of the aggressive online behaviours described
above (e.g. harassment, denigration). S/he is often also a victim of online or offline
bullying.
The cybervictim: who suffers the online aggression. S/he is often also a victim of offline
bullying.
 The public. The witnesses of cyberbullying episodes (for example, people reading
hostile public posts). Depending on their behaviour, they can qualify as:
Bully's helpers: witnesses taking an active part in the online aggression, for
example by teasing or insulting the victim, or by “liking” the bully's messages or
forwarding the message to someone else.
Defenders of the victim: witnesses who come to the victim's defence, for
example by telling the bullies to stop or reporting the episode.
Passive witnesses: witnesses not taking part, but who with their silence allow
the episodes of cyberbullying to continue.
The world is a
dangerous place, not
because of those who
do evil, but because
of those who look on
and do nothing
Albert Einstein
Why do people bully?
There are lots of reasons why some people start bullying or cyberbullying others, including:
• Maybe they haven’t learnt to respect difference e.g. race, religion, gender, disability;
• Maybe they haven’t learnt how to resolve conflicts peacefully;
• Maybe they have been bullied themselves and they are seeking revenge;
• Maybe they come from homes where they witness violence and aggression and so it 
seems normal to behave like that. 
What are the effects of cyberbullying?
Being a victim of cyberbullying can have serious negative consequences for:
 Psychological well-being: victims of cyberbullying can feel sad or even depressed.
 Social well-being: victims of cyberbullying can feel lonely and lose confidence and
interest in online and offline relations.
 Physical health: victims of cyberbullying may have trouble sleeping, headaches or eating
problems.
 School performance: victims of cyberbullying are at risk of disengaging from school life
or even dropping out.
Comic title
All or Nothing 
Created by
Group “Stay Safe and Strong”, 
St. Thomas More Language 
College (Chelsea, England)


Comic title
Snap Attack 
Created by
Group “Stay Safe and Strong”, 
St. Thomas More Language 
College (Chelsea, England)


Comic title
Blue Hearts 
Created by
Group “Blue Hearts”, Trinity 
Church of England School 
(Belvedere, England)



Messages from English young people 
The plots of comics in a nutshell
All or Nothing
In this comic, Hunter is severely insulted online for how he plays Fortnite, and someone
even goes so far as to tell him to kill himself. At first, Hunter is very sad, he doesn't want to
talk to anyone, but the insults continue. At that point Hunter decides to ask for help to an
adult he trusts who gives him very useful advice on how to defend himself online.
Snap Attack
In this comic, Hope uploads a photo of herself on her Snapchat profile. Two peers write to
her privately and ask her to send them some pictures of her naked. Hope, naively, sends
them pictures in which she is undressed. The two boys share online the pictures, making
them public. The photos also come to Hope's classmates, who insult her and make fun of
her both online and offline. At that point, Hope reports the incident to her mother, who
immediately decides to talk to the teachers. At the end, a school meeting on bullying and
cyberbullying takes place.
Blue Hearts
In this comic, Hope moves and changes schools. She is very excited about it, and she can't
wait to make new friends. After the first classes, at home, Hope starts playing Fortnite but,
as she plays like a beginner, she receives several insults online. Even at school, things go
differently from how she imagined, and in the classroom she is teased. Sad and depressed,
Hope thinks about suicide: all the things happening to her, even the school assembly, make
her think to cyberbullying. Eventually, Hope tries to think of the positive things in her life,
realizes that she isn't alone and that there are several resources, like this comic, which can
help her in dealing with what she's going through.
Let’s reflect!
What types of cyberbullying have been represented in the English comics?
Alone, in pairs or with a group of friends, try to identify which types of cyberbullying are
represented in the comics drawn by English students.
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
What emotions do cybervictims feel?
Alone, in pairs or with a group of friends, try to identify which emotions are felt by the
cybervictims represented in the comics drawn by the English students.
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Some ways to deal with cyberbullying: suggestions from English 
young people
Ignore the cyberbully. In the comic “All or nothing”, Hunter, after being insulted 
for how he plays Fortnite, simply does nothing and decides not to talk to anyone 
about it. This strategy can be effective in cases where the online negative 
behaviour is private and occasional. However, this is not the case for our 
protagonist Hunter, who instead continues to receive insults.
Look at the glass half full. In the comic “Blue Hearts”, Hope tries to defend herself 
from sadness by thinking of the positive aspects in her life. This "cognitive" strategy  
(that is, a strategy linked to our mind and thinking) can be very useful. In fact, it 
pushes us to acknowledge that our everyday life is not just made up of problems, 
but of many other beautiful things we care about.
Use the resources offered by your school. In the comic “Blue Hearts”, Hope finds 
comfort in a school assembly about the issue of cyberbullying: she understands 
that she is not the only victim of online aggressions. Schools often offer programs 
or meetings against bullying and cyberbullying. Ask your teachers to tell you about 
the initiatives or programs in your school.
Talk to someone about it! In the comics “All or Nothing” and “Snap Attack”, the 
characters at some point decide to tell an adult their problem. Asking for help 
(from a friend, a trusted adult, a parent or a teacher) is a very effective strategy 
against cyberbullying. In fact, when we are victims of cyberbullying, we are often 
so sad or angry that it is difficult to think clearly. Other times, the problem is so 
serious that we simply can't do it alone.
Block the cyberbully. In the comic “All or nothing”, Hunter, at the suggestion of an 
adult, blocks the contact who sent him offensive messages and in this way 
prevents him from sending other bad messages. This strategy is easy and useful as 
well. If you don't know how to block a contact, ask a friend or an adult you trust, or 
search on Google for how to do it: you'll surely find suggestions.
Close an account and create a new one. In the comic “All or nothing”, Hunter, at 
the suggestion of an adult, closes his account and creates a new one. As for "block 
the cyberbully", this strategy can be effective in preventing the cyberbully from 
sending other insults.
Comic title
Stop Cyberbullying 
Let’s make an 
Instastory!
Created by
Group “Nokia”, Konrad-
Wachsmann school 
(Berlin, Germany) 

Comic title
Everyone can do 
something - Stop 
cyberbullying!
Created by
Group “Dragon Cookies”, 
Gustave-Eiffel school 
(Berlin, Germany) 


Messages from German young people
The plots of comics in a nutshell
Stop Cyberbullying - Let’s make an Instastory!
In this story, a teacher proposes to his students to create a comic about cyberbullying. The
pupils do not actually like this idea: today, there are not many young people reading comics!
So, the students decide to create an Instastory, with smart tips to face cyberbullying. After a
while, one of the girls in the class, a victim of bullying, sees online the contents created by
her classmates, and uses these tips to deal with her problems.
Everyone can do something - Stop cyberbullying!
After posting a picture of her on Instagram, Ella receives hateful messages and even at
school people laugh at her and insult her. Ella deletes the picture from Instagram and reports
the bullies. But the distribution of the picture is unstoppable: it has been shared by
screenshots via WhatsApp. At the suggestion of her friend Danielle, Ella asks her parents for
help, and they decide to report what happened to the police. This experience was very
painful for Ella, who with her mother asks a therapist for help.
Let’s reflect!
What types of cyberbullying have been represented in the German comics?
Alone, in pairs or with a group of friends, try to identify which types of cyberbullying are
represented in the comics drawn by German students.
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
What emotions do cybervictims feel?
Alone, in pairs or with a group of friends, try to identify which emotions are felt by the
cybervictims represented in the comics drawn by the German students.
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Some ways to deal with cyberbullying: suggestions from 
German young people
Block / report the cyberbully. In the comic “Stop Cyberbullying”, one of the tips 
offered in the Instastory is blocking and/or reporting the contact. These strategies 
are easy and useful, and prevent the cyberbully from harming anyone else. If you 
don't know how to block or report a contact, ask a friend or an adult you trust, or 
try searching on Google how to do it: you'll surely find suggestions.
Talk to someone about it! In the comic “Stop Cyberbullying”, one of the tips 
offered in the Instastory is getting help from friends, parents and teachers. In the 
comic “Everyone can do something”, Ella talks about what’s happening to her 
friend Danielle, and then to her parents. Asking for help (from a friend, a trusted 
adult, a parent or a teacher) is a very effective strategy against cyberbullying. In 
fact, when we are victims of cyberbullying, we are often so sad or angry that it is 
difficult to think clearly. Other times, the problem is so serious that we simply 
can't do it alone.
Use the resources offered by the Internet. In the comic “Stop Cyberbullying”, one 
of the tips offered in the Instastory is taking a look at online forums about 
cyberbullying. Indeed, online you can find many resources to learn more about this 
phenomenon, know how to combat it and even share or compare your 
experiences. But be careful: websites are not all alike, and some are better than 
others. Ask an adult you trust to recommend reliable websites or forums about 
cyberbullying. 
Don't stand by and watch: offer your help! In the comic “Stop Cyberbullying”, one 
of the tips offered in the Instastory is listening and supporting friends who have 
been cyberbullied. That’s exactly what Danielle does for Ella, in the comic 
“Everyone can do something”. We should not remain indifferent to bullying and 
cyberbullying: we must act, even when we are not the victims. Sometimes, having 
a friend to tell our problems to can really make a difference!
Ask for help ... from an expert. In the comic “Everyone can do something”, Ella 
eventually turns to a therapist for processing her cyberbullying experience. After a 
bad experience, sometimes it happens that the help given by friends or parents is 
simply not enough to "get better". In these cases, it is perfectly normal (and smart, 
too!) to ask an expert for help. 
Comic title
We’re like books. 
Who goes beyond 
the cover?
Created by
Group “Friends”, Fomal
school (Bologna, Italy) 



Comic title
Bullying according 
to us
Created by
Group “Shumai”, IIS 
Belluzzi-Fioravanti school 
(Bologna, Italy) 



Comic title
No to bullies
Created by
Group “The mouths of 
truth”, Aldrovandi
Rubbiani vocational school 
(Bologna, Italy) 

Messages from Italian young people
The plots of comics in a nutshell
We’re like books. Who goes beyond the cover?
In this comic, Kevin chats with an anonymous user to whom he reveals personal
information. The next day, at school, he is teased by everyone, and he discovers from his
friend Claire that someone has created a Facebook page about him. Claire convinces Kevin
to talk to the teacher, who has a meeting with his parents at school. Kevin and Claire
discover that the culprit (the cyberbully) is Michael; they go to talk to him, but the
discussion degenerates into a brawl. In the final scene, Michael receives the expulsion letter
from the school.
Bullying according to us
In this comic, an anonymous user uploads on social networks an embarrassing image of
Christian, who is teased both online and at school. Aldo, one of Christian’s friend, offers him
some help. Initially Christian says he doesn't need it, but then, encouraged by his friend, he
decides to talk about the cyberbullying episode with his parents. They talk to the school
principal and contact the Police. The Police identify the cyberbully, named Giovanni, who
admits his mistake and apologizes.
No to bullies
In this comic, in the school toilets, some female students shove a girl, record her while she is
crying and upload the video on social networks. Meanwhile, other girls watch, indifferent or
amused, and only one girl tries to stop them. On social networks, the video is commented
on by other young people, who insult and make fun of the victim. The girl who tried to
defend the victim convinces her to talk with the teacher, who discusses the episode with the
whole class. The bullies understand that what they did was wrong and apologize.
Let’s reflect!
What types of cyberbullying have been represented in the Italian comics?
Alone, in pairs or with a group of friends, try to identify which types of cyberbullying are
represented in the comics drawn by Italian students.
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
What emotions do cybervictims feel?
Alone, in pairs or with a group of friends, try to identify which emotions are felt by the
cybervictims represented in the comics drawn by the Italian students.
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Some ways to deal with cyberbullying: suggestions from Italian 
young people
Respond directly to nasty comments. In the comic “We’re like books. Who goes 
beyond the cover?”, Kevin goes to talk to the bully after discovering his identity. 
This strategy, however, fuels the conflict and can lead to serious consequences, 
such as a fight. In this case, only the bully is expelled from the school. But are we 
sure that Kevin wouldn't have been expelled too?
Ignore the cyberbullying. In the comic “Bullying according to us”, Christian at first 
merely ignores the nasty comments received. This strategy can be effective in cases 
where the online bullying behaviour is private and occasional. However, this is not 
the case for our protagonist Christian, who instead continues to receive insults.
Talk about it with someone. In all three the Italian comics, the protagonists, 
recommended by a friend, decide to tell an adult their problem. Asking for help 
(from a friend, a trusted adult, a parent or a teacher) is a very effective strategy 
against cyberbullying. In fact, when we are victims of cyberbullying, we are often so 
sad or angry that it is difficult to think clearly. Other times, the problem is so 
serious that we simply can't do it alone.
Don't stand by and watch! In all three Italian comics, the role of friends is 
fundamental. In the comic “Bullying according to us”, Aldo almost forces his friend 
Christian to get help and talk to his parents. Even in the “No to bullies” comic, the 
victim's friend at first defends her, then pushes her to turn to a teacher. In the 
comic “We’re like books. Who goes beyond the cover?”, Claire sees her friend 
Kevin in difficulty and, taking the situation in hand, reports what happened to a 
teacher. These three examples teach us that we should not remain indifferent to 
bullying and cyberbullying: we must act, even when we are not the victims.
Comic title
The Anonymous 
Moles 
Created by
Helicon VMBO school 
(Eindhoven, The Netherlands)


Comic title
Ask for Help if 
You're being Bullied 
Created by
Helicon VMBO school 
(Eindhoven, The Netherlands)


Messages from Dutch young people
The plots of comics in a nutshell
The Anonymous Moles
In this comic, Harry gets bored because he can't play video games as usual. He decides to
spend time insulting other young people online. The first victim (Noah) reacts angrily, and
this triggers a heated discussion between the two. Mara, the second victim of Harry's
insults, ignores him and reports what happened to her parents, who contact Harry's mother.
The cyberbully's mother argues with him explaining that his behaviour is not acceptable.
Ask for Help if You're being Bullied
In this comic, Sarah is teased and insulted on social networks and at school. The story has
two alternative endings. In the first, Sarah does not talk to anyone and decides to commit
suicide. In the second, Sarah reveals to her mother that she is a victim of cyberbullying; they
go together to the police, who solve the problem by directly contacting the bullies.
Let’s reflect!
What types of cyberbullying have been represented in the Dutch comics?
Alone, in pairs or with a group of friends, try to identify which types of cyberbullying are
represented in the comics drawn by Dutch students.
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
What emotions do cybervictims feel?
Alone, in pairs or with a group of friends, try to identify which emotions are felt by the
cybervictims represented in the comics drawn by the Dutch students.
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Some ways to deal with cyberbullying: suggestions from Dutch 
young people
Respond to bullying. In the comic “The Anonymous Moles”, Noah reacts angrily 
and directly responds to Harry’s nasty comments. Maybe this strategy is quite 
effective in reducing the emotional impact of the attacks received. But be careful: 
doing so feeds the online and offline conflict, as shown in the comic, and risks 
making things worse.
Ignore the cyberbully. In the comic “The Anonymous Moles”, Emma at first 
merely ignores the nasty comments received. However, it is her decision to ask 
her parents for help that resolves the situation, both for her and for other 
potential victims. Moreover, Emma shows a strength that unfortunately not all 
the victims of cyberbullying have. In the first ending of the comic “Ask for help if 
you’re being bullied”, for example, Sarah cannot bear the comments received, she 
does not talk with anyone about her problem, and eventually commits suicide.
Talk to someone about it! In the comics “The Anonymous Moles” and “Ask for 
help if you’re being bullied”, Emma and Sarah at some point decide to tell an adult 
their problem. Asking for help (from a friend, a trusted adult, a parent or a 
teacher) is a very effective strategy against cyberbullying. In fact, when we are 
victims of cyberbullying, we are often so sad or angry that it is difficult to think 
clearly. Other times, the problem is so serious that we simply can't do it alone.
Self harm and suicide prevention information
In the English comic “Blue Hearts” and in the Dutch comic “Ask for help if you're being
bullied”, the victims are so sad that they get to think about suicide.
In front of particularly stressful and negative life events, such as cyberbullying, a person
may feel so hopeless to hurt himself/herself or to think that life is meaningless. What a
thorny topics ... Let's talk about them!
Self-harm corresponds to self-inflicted injuries of body tissue (cutting, burning, scratching, 
or hitting body parts), without the intent to commit suicide.
Suicide is the act of intentionally causing one's own death.
If you have recently acted self-injurious behaviours, or if you are frequently thinking about 
suicide, remember: this is not your unique option. Don't keep this “secret”, there is nothing 
wrong in feeling bad. Talk to an adult or a friend you trust and ask him/her for help. There 
is always a solution, even for the most complex and painful problems.
If you know (or strongly suspect) that one of your friends has recently acted self-injurious 
behaviours, or that s/he is thinking about suicide, remember: you can make a difference by 
supporting him/her. Here are some tips for you:
 Do not judge your friend, and do not minimize his/her problems with sentences such as 
“you're exaggerating" or "everything will be fine“.
 Listen to your friend and support him/her.
 Don’t keep the secret, even if your friend asked you to. Self harm and suicide ideation 
are very serious issues and you can't handle the situation alone, no matter how smart 
you are. Seek help from an adult you trust (a parent, a teacher or a school counsellor), 
and do it as soon as possible.
Cyberbullying: 
#whattodo
Tips FROM young people 
from ALL OVER EUROPE
Let’s prevent cyberbullying!
Anyone can be a victim of cyberbullying! However, it is possible in some cases
to reduce the risk of being subjected to online aggression by using some useful
strategies.
Do not leave 
your phone 
unattended or 
unlocked
Choose smart 
passwords and 
don't use the 
same password 
for different sites / 
platforms
Never provide 
information to 
unknown or 
anonymous 
users
Other ideas:
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
Never send, post 
or share  
compromising or 
embarrassing 
data, 
information, 
images or videos
Other ideas:
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
Be smart!
If you’re a victim of cyberbullying
Get informed 
and use the 
resources 
offered by your 
school or the 
Internet
Talk about it 
with someone 
(for example a 
friend or an 
adult you trust)
Look at the 
glass half full! 
Your life is not 
just about bad 
things
Other ideas:
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
Do not respond 
to nasty 
comments: it is 
useless and can 
make things 
worse
Other ideas:
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
Block / report 
the cyberbully 
online
If necessary, 
change your 
account and/or 
user profile
Be smart!
If you witness cyberbullying
Other ideas:
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
_____
Don't stand by 
and watch! 
Report the 
incident to an 
adult or to the 
social network 
reporting system
Don't follow 
the crowd: 
don't join in 
teasing, don't 
laugh at them 
... it's not 
funny!
Other ideas:
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
Support your 
friends who are 
victims of 
cyberbullying 
and try to 
convince them 
to ask for help
Other ideas:
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
Be smart!
The end
To access all project resources, go to
https://www.ou.nl/web/blurred-lives/resources
